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Double-Perovskite Sr2 FeMoO6 Thin Films Prepared
by Using Pulsed Laser Deposition:
Growth and Crystal, Electronic and Magnetic Structures
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We grew double-perovskite Sr2 FeMoO6 thin lms by using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and
systematically investigated the e ects of the deposition temperature (TD ) variation on their crystal
structure, electronic valence state, electrical transport, and magnetic properties. The B -site doubleperovskite Fe/Mo ion ordering and the saturated magnetization (Ms ) were optimized at TD =
850  C while their suppressions were observed at above 900  C. For the samples with TD  900  C,
the grain structure should be included in considerations to understand the behavior of the resistivity.
The valence states of the Fe and Mo ions also depended on TD ; mixed (singly)-valence Fe states
were exhibited for the B -site ordered (disordered) lm. These observations indicate that the TD
plays a crucial role in the growth of double-perovskite Sr2 FeMoO6 thin lms and determines their
physical properties.
PACS numbers: 73.50.-h, 75.47.Pq, 75.50.Gg
Keywords: Thin lm, Sr2 FeMoO6 , Ferrimagnetics
I. INTRODUCTION

Half-metallic materials with fully spin-polarized carriers are highly desirable for spintronic applications such
as tunnel junction devices and magnetic sensors [1{6].
In recent years, in this context, the double-perovskite
compound Sr2 FeMoO6 (SFMO) has been proposed as
a promising candidate material due to its high magnetic Curie temperature (T ) exceeding room temperature (415 K). In a ploycrystalline bulk form, this compound exhibits a large magnetoresistance (MR) at fairly
low values of the magnetic eld even at room temperature, and it is generally known that the observed MR
originates from the spin-dependent tunnelling across the
insulating barriers at grain boundaries between grains
with di erent orientations of the magnetization [7{12].
Therefore, the SFMO compound with such apparent exotic features in the bulk form has been compared favorably to the manganites and has thus stimulated studies
on its electronic and magnetic structures, which are still
in debate, as well as on other related compounds.
One of the important prerequisites for practical applications of any materials is a fabrication into wellc
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characterized thin lms with desirable properties. However, little have been reported in the literature on the
growth and characterization of SFMO thin lms compared to the abundant studies on the bulk. Moreover,
the reported properties of the lms are not consistent
with each other due to the limited and, therefore, narrow
window of the deposition parameters. The commonly observed problem is a substantially lower value of M (0.5
 1.5 /f.u.) than that of the bulk even for epitaxially grown lms [13{15]. Therefore, a systematic study
on the synthesis and detailed characterization of SFMO
thin lms will be valuable not only in practical applications but also in complex oxide epitaxy. In this paper,
we report on epitaxial growth of SFMO thin lms under
various growth conditions and their physical properties,
which depended strongly, in particular, on the deposition
temperature T .
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II. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

Thin lms of SFMO were grown on single-crystalline
SrTiO3 (001) substrates by using a pulsed laser deposition (PLD) method with a Nd-YAG laser of 266 nm
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Fig. 1. RHEED patterns of the SFMO lms with (a, b, c)
= 700  C and (d, e, f) 935  C. (a)(d) display the RHEED
patterns at the rst low-temperature (600  C) growth step
while (b)(e) and (c)(f) were taken during the growth at TD
and after post-annealing, respectively.
TD

in wavelength and a stoichiometric polycrystalline target. The growths were carried out at di erent temperatures T ranging from 400 to 935  C. During each lm's
growth, the substrate temperature was kept at its T
within 5  C. All lms were grown in two step deposition: initial growth at 600  C up to 5 nm in thickness
and then a second stage of full growth at the given T
to approximately 65 nm in thickness. The two-step deposition turned out to exclude impurity phases, which
are often introduced in a one-step direct deposition at
T [15]. For oxygen stoichiometry and phase restoration, the as-grown lms were post-annealed for 1 hour.
The growing surfaces were monitored in-situ with re ection high-energy electron di raction (RHEED), and the
structural properties were checked ex-situ by using high
resolution X-ray di raction (XRD) at the 3C2 beamline
in Pohang Light Source (PLS). The X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) measurements were performed at
the Dragon beamline at National Synchrotron Radiation
Research Center in Taiwan.
Since T is a major variable in this study, we shall
use T to specify the lms. Figure 1 displays the observed RHEED patterns during the growth of the lms
with T = 700 and 935  C, which represent the low and
high T , respectively. As shown in Figure 1(a) and (d),
in the rst growth step with a substrate temperature of
600  C, both lms exhibit spotty patterns which can be
attributed to the Volmer-Weber (island) growth mode
due to insucient momentum of the ablated species on
the growing surface. However, in the second step, clear
streaky patterns were observed throughout the growth
for both lms [Figure 1(b),(e)]. The observed changes
in the growth mode can be understood in terms of the
attened surfaces at elevated T . These observations indicate that the same growth mode is operative for both
lms with T  700  C. However, the streaks changed
to bright and large spots after post-growth annealing for
the lm with T = 935  C [Figure 1(f)] while the streaks
remained to constant and small spots were observed for
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Fig. 2. (a) Large-angle X-ray -2 scan of the representative SFMO lm with TD = 850  C. Only (00l) re ection
peaks are observed. (b) -scan for the (224) re ection.

the lm with T = 700  C [Figure 1(c)]. If we remember the electron di raction mechanism of RHEED, the
observed spots in the RHEED patterns, in particular for
the lm with T = 935  C, are interpreted as being due
to the formation of crystalline clusters after post-growth
annealing.
Large-angle X-ray -2 scans for all samples grown
for this study showed only the di raction peaks from
the SrTiO3 (001) substrate and c-axis oriented SFMO [a
representative example is plotted in Figure 2(a)]. The
in-plane orientation that was checked by -scans using
the (224) re ection indicates a fourfold symmetric crystal structure as shown in Figure 2(b). Even at a T as
low as 400  C, epitaxial growth was achieved. Figure 3
shows the T variations of the unit-cell parameters. As
shown, the value of c-axis unit-cell parameter decreases
gradually with increasing T and reaches close to 7.90
, the value of the bulk [7], for the lms with T  900
A
 C. However, those of in-plane a, b-axes are almost constant (5.56 
A) with a small increasing tendency with increasing T [Figure 3(b)]. If we remember the a; b-axes
unit-cell parameters of 5.571 
A at room temperature in
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Fig. 3. Unit cell parameters of the (a) c-axis and (b) a,
as functions of TD .

b-axes

the bulk, the in-plane (out-of-plane) axis lengths of the
lms being smaller (larger) than those of the bulk indicate an elongated tetragonal symmetric crystal structure
that can be attributed to the compressive biaxial strain
applied from the SrTiO3 (001) substrate.
Since the (111) superstructure re ection of SFMO is
generated from the di erence between the atomic form
factors of the Fe and Mo ions, its integrated intensity
(I ) re ects the ordering of the Fe and Mo sublattices.
Figure 4(a) and (b) show I of the (111) peaks and M
as functions of T , respectively. As shown in the gures,
both Fe/Mo ordering and M gradually increase with increasing T and reach a maximized value at T = 850
 C. The obtained value of M = 3:0  /f.u., which is
close to that of the bulk, should be noted because it is,
at least, two times higher than the previous reported values [13{15]. These observations indicate that the Fe/Mo
ions of the lm with T = 850  C in this study are well
ordered compared to those of the SFMO thin lms in
previous reports. With further increasing T up to 935
 C, rapid disordering of the Fe/Mo ions occurs although
the reduction in M is relatively quite small. This behavior can be understood as the formation of crystalline
clusters, which do not contribute the (111) re ection signal, due to high T (900  C). This interpretation is
consistent with the RHEED patterns shown in Figure
1. M -H hysteresis loops for the lm with T = 850
 C are plotted in Figure 4(c). When the magnetic eld
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Fig. 4. (a) Integrated intensity II of the (111) superstructure re ection and (b) saturated magnetization Ms as functions of TD . II was normalized to the (224) charge peak in
order to correct for the variation due to the lm's shape. (c)
M H hysteresis loops at 5 K for the lm with TD = 850  C.
The magnetic eld was applied in-plane along the [100] axis
(open circles) and out-of-plane along the [001] axis (closed
circles) of the SrTiO3 substrate.

was applied out-of-plane along the [001] axis of the
SrTiO3 (001) substrate, a high magnetic eld was needed
to saturate the magnetization while a signi cantly lower
eld was sucient when the eld was applied in-plane
along the [100] axis. These results show that the easyaxis of magnetization is along the in-plane axis of the
lm. A similar behavior for other samples with di erent
value of T indicates that a sensitive strain e ect on deH
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Fig. 5. X-ray absorption spectra at the L2;3 Fe edges for
SFMO thin lms with TD = 850 and 935  C and bulk SFNO.

termining the easy axis of the magnetization, observed
for ruthenates and manganites [16,17], is not applicable
to the SFMO thin lms where the shape anisotropy is
dominant.
In order to examine the electronic states of Fe in the
lms, we performed XAS measurements at Fe L2 3 edges,
2p ! 3d, which enabled us to decompose the Fe2+ and
Fe3+ states [18]. The spectra were measured at 200 K
with linearly polarized light. A Sr2 FeNbO6 (SFNO) bulk
sample was also measured for comparison because it only
contains Fe3+ ions due to the robust Nb5+ state. First
of all, we can con rm the Fe3+ state of SFNO from the
fact that its Fe 2p XAS spectrum (Figure 5) agrees well
with that of Fe2 O3 [19]. Rather similar spectra were observed for the B -site (Fe, Mo) disordered lms although
the spectrum varies slightly for di erent lms, indicating
that Fe becomes Fe3+ as B -sites are disordered. Here,
we only display the spectrum from the lm with T =
935  C in Figure 5 as the representative spectrum of the
disordered lms. However, the situation becomes di erent in the B -site ordered lms. The spectrum from the
lm with T = 850  C exhibits quite di erent spectral
line shapes for both the L2 (2p1 2 ) and L3 (2p3 2 ) edges.
Especially, the shoulders around 706 and 718 eV on the
lower-photon-energy sides of the main L3 and L2 XAS
peaks, respectively, which are solely come from Fe2+ , increase and become clearly observable (see inset). These
features were also observed in the spectrum of Fe3 O4 , a
compound of Fe2+ -Fe3+ mixed valence states.
Another noticeable di erence is the relative intensities of the 2p1 2 doublet peaks. For the L2 edge of
SFNO, the intensity of the peak located at h ' 722.5
eV is higher than that of the peak at h ' 720.5 eV
whereas the reversed behavior is observed for the lm
with T = 850  C. This feature also provides an evidence for the mixed-valence Fe2+ -Fe3+ states of the B site ordered SFMO lm because the same behavior of
the doublet peaks was also observed for Fe3 O4 [20]. The
;
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Fig. 6. Temperature dependence of resistivity for the
SFMO thin lms with various TD .

most striking distinction between the singly-valence Fe3+
and mixed-valence Fe2+ -Fe3+ states is observed at the
2p3 2 L3 edge. Clearly separated peaks were observed
for SFNO while the lower-energy peak at h ' 707.5
eV appears as a shoulder on the main peak located at
h ' 709 eV for the lm with T = 850  C as is the
case for Fe3 O4 . Combining all aspects of the spectra,
we can con rm the mixed-valence Fe2+ -Fe3+ states of
the B -site ordered lm. This is in a good agreement
with the Fe2 5+ valence on average of the bulk SFMO
deduced from Mossbauer spectroscopy [21,22] and XAS
experiments [23, 24]. These observations indicate that
the double-exchange interaction is also operable in a well
phased thin lm of SFMO, similar to the case of bulk
[24].
Figure 6 displays the temperature dependence of the
resistivity () of the lms with di erent value of T . If
we de ne an averaged resistivity over the whole temperature range measured as  , it gradually decreases and
reaches a minimum with increasing T from 400 to 800
 C. For the lms with 400  C  T  700  C, semiconducting behaviors, which were described in detail by
Westerburg et al: [14], are also observed. With further
increasing T up to 935  C,  increases rapidly, accompanied with a transition of the temperature dependency of  to a metallic behavior (800  C  T  935
 C). Recalling the optimized M at T = 850  C and
its slight suppression at T  900  C in Figure 4(a) and
(b), the minima and slightly increased  are likely ob=
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served for the lms with T = 850o and T  900  C, respectively. The origin of the deviations of  from such
expectations are not clear at present but we suggest a retarded carrier transport due to the spin scattering at the
gap between the background at lm and the crystalline
clusters that are formed during the post-anneal process
as discussed in Figure 1. Another feature that should
be pointed out in the resistivity is the upturn behavior
at low temperatures for the lms with 850  C  T 
935  C. Analogous to the interpretation for similar observations in the manganites and La-doped SFMO, this
upturn in resistivity is also attributed to carrier transport across the gap between the background lm and
crystalline clusters [25,26]. This interpretation is well in
accord with that for the behavior of  .
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III. CONCLUSIONS

We synthesized epitaxial SFMO thin lms at various
value of T and systematically studied their crystal, electronic, and magnetic structures. The Fe/Mo ion ordering was optimized at T = 850  C with the highest
M = 3:0  /f.u. The crystal structure of all samples studied showed a tetragonal symmetry, elongated
along the c-axis due to the biaxial strain applied from
the SrTiO3 substrate. XAS measurements established
the formal valency of Fe to be a mixed-valence Fe2+ Fe3+ con gurations for the B -site ordered lm whereas a
singly-valence feature was strong for the disordered lms.
Crystalline clusters, which are embedded in the lm and
do not contribute to the (111) superstructure re ection,
were formed at high T . We suggest that spin scattering
across the gap between the clusters and lm to explains
the behavior of the resistivity of the lms with high T .
All these results indicate that T plays a crucial role in
the growth of double-perovskite SFMO thin lms.
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